
To whom it may concern, 

 

 

 

Calne Without Parish Council 

As treasurer of Calne Tennis club I am writing to enquire into the possibility that the Parish council 

would be able to contribute towards the purchase of a "Portaloo" for the tennis club at Beversbrook. 

Some time ago a safeguarding issue  was brought to the attention of the committee, this was that if 

during junior group coaching sessions a child had need of the loo they would have to walk unattended 

across the car park to the main facility building which was deemed unacceptable, alternatively the coach 

would have to escort the individual which would then leave the main group unattended also deemed 

unacceptable. 

 The solution decided on was to hire in a portaloo mainly for the use of juniors. The hire cost of this unit 

is currently £1380.00 per Annum.  The cost of this hire long term is   unsustainable. Short of ceasing 

junior coaching the only solution seems to be that we purchase our own portaloo leaving us with just on 

going maintenance costs which would be bearable. 

 As shown on our attached accounts - the club had an operating surplus last year of £357. Although we 

are not losing money we should ideally run an operating surplus of £6000 (£1500 per court) as 

recommended by the LTA to fund future resurfacing costs. 

The Club hold a reserve account of £22956.00. This reserve account is earmarked for the resurfacing of 

the 4 courts which will be neccessary within a few years and costs considerably more than we have( 

Current estimate £50000 )  

The cheapest suitable toilet we can find would still cost £650 which represents a large outlay for a club 

of our size. We have looked at more environmentally sustainable options which are much more 

expensive and rely on the user treating them correctly which would be very difficult with children.  

 Would the parish council be able to help fund some( or all ) of this cost to help us out of this situation. 

I look forward to hearing your views on this matter. 

Best Regards 

Sara Allen  

Calne tennis club (Treasurer) 

 



 



 


